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A fabulous finger puppet interpretation of this evergreen children's game. Follow Mr. Wolf and Little

Wolf through the hours in their day, from waking up to the all-important dinner time. Digital and

analogue clocks on each page help us learn to tell the time.
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This is absolutely the cutest thing ever. Not recommended for bedtime stories, because you'll all be

laughing so hard that the kids can't sleep. I saw it at preschool storytime and came home and

ordered this immediately.

My almost two year old daughter is much more observant than my wife or I. When she sees this

book, she says "wolf, scared." She then reflects on her response and says "crying." If you try to get

near her with the puppet wolf mouth she runs away.Wondering what was up, I took a closer look.

On one page, it's time for Mr. Wolf to read. If you look carefully, he's reading a Cook Book with a

picture of children in a stew pot on the cover. The children wolves are sitting at a little table with

tea-set plates and silverware, with a doll on the main platter. When you get to the final page, it's

6:00, time for dinner. It seemed to my wife like a meaningless let-down, until we noticed that the



whole wolf family is looking out at the reader/child, implying that YOU are dinner.I should mention

that the book is recommended for 3+, and my daughter is not yet 2. Maybe a 4 year old would like

it.If you're looking for a nice puppet book for kids, look elsewhere. If you WANT a really creepy kids

book, this is one of the best. The "I'm going to eat you" references are a little subtle, and so all the

more creepy.

While it is true that it's kind of creepy like the other reviewer said (there is a cook book about

cooking kids AND a kid in a pot),my daughter of two just laughs coz she's not that attentive of these

little details.I just have the "wolf"gobble her fingers and that gets her laughing!Only good for the 0-2,

I guess.

"What's the Time, Mr. Wolf" looks okay from the outside, but once you get inside you see a few

horrible and creepy pictures, most notably, there is a cookbook at Mr. Wolf's house that has babies

on the front cover, there 's a baby doll in a stew pot, and a baby doll on a plate, flanked by two wolf

dolls that look ready to eat it. We bought this book because of the goofy artwork, but didn't actually

see what was in it till we got home. This one's going in the trash, I'm afraid.
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